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The exam will take place in the computer lab. You will have a choice to work on your TI-Nspire or on a 

computer and submit (1) a test sheet with your answers (handwriting is fine) and (2) .tns or .ggb files. 

You will submit the files by e-mail. You are allowed to use your own computer. 

Please note: You are fully responsible for testing that everything works as you expect and deciding what 

technology to use (TI-Nspire, GeoGebra) or on which side of the computer you will work. I will willingly 

assist you before the exam day. I am sorry, on the test day, complaints about the technology that are a 

result of insufficient preparation and testing will not be accepted. 

Transformations 

Solve the problem and use the dynamic properties of your drawing to discuss the number of solutions, if 
applicable. 

1. Demonstrate the use of the square dot paper to find images of a scalene triangle under all four 
isometries. 

2. Demonstrate the use of the transparency to find images of a scalene triangle under all four 
isometries. Provide details on how to use the transparency in each case. 

3. “Thirsty horse problem”. Towns A, B are in the same half-plane determined by a given river bank 
(line) m. Find a point X on the bank of the river m so that the sum |AX| + |XB| is minimal. 
Explain why it is minimal. (See also our GGB Group for a link to solution). 

4. In GeoGebra or TI-nspire, draw a rectangle with two interior 
points Cue (C) and Target (T), roughly as depicted here. Find 
the shortest path from the cue ball (C) to the target ball (T) so 
that it bounces from three edges in the order indicated in the 
picture. 

5. Label all relevant points and object in your construction and 
explain here, why your path is the shortest possible. 

6. Can it bounce off all four edges? Show the path and explain 
why the path is the shortest. 

7. Can it bounce 7 times off the edges 1 and 3? Show the path. 
 

Composition of Isometries  
(Assume that the angle of rotation is positive in the counterclockwise direction.) 

8. Explain why reflection has a special position among other isometries and illustrate it on a few 
examples. 

9. What is the result of the composition of 3 lines of reflections with concurrent lines? You may use 
the following applet to investigate the situation: https://www.geogebra.org/m/XHXvGV6A. You 
should be able to create a GeoGebra or TI-Nspire file with instructions to demonstrate your 
claim. 

10. What is the result of the composition of 3 lines of reflections with parallel lines? You may use 
the following applet to investigate the situation: https://www.geogebra.org/m/APamm2ZD. You 
should be able to create a GeoGebra or TI-Nspire file with instructions to demonstrate your 
claim. 

11. What is the result of the composition of three reflections with two parallel lines and third 
perpendicular to them? 

https://www.geogebra.org/m/XHXvGV6A
https://www.geogebra.org/m/APamm2ZD
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12. Prove that the angle of rotation generated by two reflections with intersecting lines is 2x the 
angle between the lines. Be very specific as to which angle formed by the two lines you are 
referring to. 

13. Prove that the vector of translation generated by two reflections with parallel lines is twice as 
long as the distance between the two lines. 

14. Can you think of an arrangement of two lines for which the composition of respective reflections 
would be commutative? Justify your claim. 

15. What is the resulting isometry? (See the picture in the middle.) 
16. Discuss why it is appropriate to require that the line and vector of glide reflection be parallel in 

the definition of glide reflection. 
17. Look at the following arrangement of lines of reflection a and b. If you compose these line 

reflections in this order (first a, then b), what is the resulting isometry? Be as specific as you can, 
see the footnote. 

 
 
18. Explain why the composition of three reflections about the lines a, b, c cannot yield a translation 

or rotation. 

 

 

19. Point D is first reflected over the line b (image D’ is created) and then D’ is 
reflected over the line a (image D’’ is created). 

a. What is the resulting isometry?1 
b. The angle depicted in the picture affects the isometry you 

described in a. What is the relationship? Prove your statement by 
using the picture.  

 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
1 Be as specific as you can – if it is a translation specify the length and direction of the vector; if it is a rotation, 
specify the center and angle; if it is a reflection, specify the placement and direction of the reflection line, if it is a 
glide reflection, specify the vector (length and direction) and the placement and direction of the reflection line. 
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20. The following 2 pictures show an arrangement of 4 lines of symmetry. Describe the isometry 

resulting from the composition of reflections in the following order: Ra  Rb  Rc  Rd . Be as 

specific as you can. 

 

 

 


